5 Reasons Your Nanny Should Attend the International Nanny Association Conference
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When your nanny attends the INA conference, he or she will return to your family with a toolbox full of ideas, enthusiasm, inspiration, encouragement, connections, and motivation to care for your children on a whole new level.

Education

Each INA Conference provides over 20 hours of child care focused workshops on topics ranging from support for a postnatal mom to discipline of teens and everything in between. We suggest you take a look at our workshop selection for this year and discuss which workshops you would like your nanny to attend.

Connections

The caregivers who attend the INA Conference meet not only other like-minded professional nannies who can provide ideas and inspiration that will benefit your family but also prominent speakers and business owners who can provide insightful support.

Recognition

Attending the INA Conference means that your nanny is eligible for awards like the Service Award Pin and the Nanny of the Year Award. Nannies who are recognized for their service are more likely to feel a sense of pride in their work and be fulfilled with their career.

Credential Exam

Your nanny is also able to take the INA Nanny Credential Exam and become an INA Credentialied Nanny. Passing the INA Credential Exam will give you peace of mind that your nanny has a first class level of child care knowledge.

Experience

Traveling expands your nanny's global perspective and ability to face the challenges of an ever-interconnected world. Your nanny will then bring that wisdom back to your family.
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Will you support your nanny's attendance at the INA Conference?

You can financially sponsor through any or all of the following:

| Hotel       | Single/Double occupancy $139 a night, Triple $159, Quad $179 - average 3 nights needed |
| Registration| Early bird $345 for INA members, $445 for non-members - Before Jan 15 |
| PTO         | Paid Professional Development days so your nanny can attend. |
| Travel      | Varies |
